Introduction
For the construction of large concurrent and real-time systems, it is useful to build an architecture level description of the system. This enables representation of how the components relate to each other in a global way in addition to providing a means of constructing and reusing them. This will also help to execute and check the performance of the system before it is actually built. But, for this to be feasible, the architecture must be specified in a way that allows easy analysis and checking of the runtime constraints of the specification. The execution of such architecture descriptions can be applied in stages of a system development, for early prototyping to check consistency, for verification of various aspects of concurrency and timing, for testing that communication between components satisfies architectural constraints, etc.
One of the most important issues concerning the real-time systems is to verify that the system meets its timing constraints. Majority of such systems contain multiple processes executing in parallel. For representing such systems, one needs an architecture level language supporting object-oriented features, a way of representing data, knowledge and operations, communication between objects; and a semantic foundation using which the properties of the system can be verified.
The architecture specification language used here is an object oriented specification language based on logic [1] . The syntax consists of a set of object and activity frames. The object hierarchies are represented through inheritance relations and activities are modeled as processes. The semantics is defined using an extended Horn clause logic. Standard Horn-clause logic provides neither a hierarchical structure with property inheritance nor an exception mechanism to its rules and constraints. We use a variant of Horn-clause logic supplemented with these two mechanisms via the concept of non-monotonic reasoning to establish a formal foundation for the objectoriented architecture specification language. The non-monotonicity is a desired property that the semantics must support because in the hierarchy, for example, some properties of objects may be overridden during the course of software development. The language supports most of the mechanisms for modeling concurrent distributed systems such as AND and OR-parallelism, non-determinism, synchronous and asynchronous communication.
The correctness of the functionality of the system is determined by computing the models ( non-monotonic extensions ) of the horn clause logic program. The time-dependent aspects are modeled using a temporal logic framework. The correctness of the specification with respect to a wide variety of temporal properties is determined using model checking [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Temporal logic has been used extensively for the specification and verification of concurrent systems. It was found especially useful in proving properties of concurrent programs describing systems at any level of abstraction, and for compositional reasoning. Different systems of temporal logic use different modalities and notations. However, they generally rely on either linear or branching time logics. In a linear time logic, the temporal modalities are defined with respect to a single path which the program follows.
Typical linear time operators include "always," "sometimes," "next," and "until." Properties expressed by branching time logics include "inevitably," (for all futures, sometime) "potentially," (for some future, sometime) and "invariably" (for all futures, always). With temporal logic based frameworks, it is difficult to specify notions of absolute time. Generally, only relative orderings between processes can be stated.
Background and Significance
In the following, we use the syntax and semantics of an extension of modal mu calculus (called #7» [7, 8] . [7] gives an algorithm for model-checking using this extension of mu-calculus and a labeled transition system as a representation of the system. This algorithm has a small polynomial time complexity. Temporal aspects of the architectural specification are also discussed and a method of verifying its timing constraints through model checking is given. Several methods for model checking proposed so far in the literature basically focus on deriving a reduced, compact representation of state-spaces before verifying the state-space against a property [9, 11] . Nevertheless, the following problem remains: whenever a change is induced in the specification, we have to rebuild the state-space again from scratch, however minor that change might be. Incremental model checking is an efficient statespace exploration based method for the verification of systems that frequently undergo changes in their design and requirement phases. Instead of building the representation of the system from scratch after any change is introduced into the system, the representation of the system is incrementally modified so that the new state-space satisfies the revised specification. This gives another use of this method: if the change is local, i.e, applies only to a component of the system, then one can analyze the impact of that change on other components and on the overall behavior of the system. [5] gives an incremental model checking algorithm for the alternation free fragment of modal mu-calculus for a system represented by a labeled transition diagram. Their algorithm takes time linear in the size of the labeled transition diagram in the worst case, but in the best case its complexity is linear in the magnitude of the change applied.
In terms of applicability of the algorithm to practical problems, our method can be applied for efficient verification of temporal properties of systems that frequently experience changes in their requirements, which demands changes in their design i.e, the state space representation. However, in some cases, the time complexity of such an incremental algorithm could be as bad as the standard model-checking algorithm [7] . Such cases arise when the change made in the state-space propagates through the whole state-space.
Motivation
Verification of safety critical timing constraints of a specification representing a real-time concurrent system can be a very time-consuming process. The complexity of model checking for a given specification, represented as a model for some sentence in temporal logic, depends on the number of states of the model. Moreover, the size of the state space increases exponentially with the number of concurrent processes in the system. The complexity of the temporal logic formula is another factor determining the performance of the model checking. Formally, the complexity of the algorithm [3] is 0 [(|M|M) c ] where \M\ is the size of the model M corresponding to the specification, <j > is the sentence in the temporal logic and c is a constant that depends on the complexity of the formula <f>. In practice, all the formulas needed to express the timing properties of real-time systems have a complexity of not more than c = 2. Hence, the main issue is to avoid the state explosion since size of M depends on the number of states. One of the potential solutions is to build an abstraction of the system that has a smaller state space and yet the same behavior (as suggested in [10] ) and then apply the model checking to the abstraction. Another solution is to perform incremental runs of the algorithm on the system. This will avoid repeated reference to the whole state space of the system and hence the performance of each incremental run will not depend on the size of the whole state space. The incremental algorithm in the best case depends only on the size of the change made to the model (transition system). [5] gives an example to which incremental model checking is applied to verify certain timing properties and shows that every incremental run of the algorithm can be performed in constant time irrespective of the number of processes of the system.
Modal Mu-calculus
Modal mu-calculus is a powerful temporal logic that can express the safety, liveliness and fairness properties of real-time systems. It is shown in [3] that a restricted fragment of propositional modal mu-calculus is adequate for formalizing most temporal reasoning about distributed real-time programs and they also give a small polynomial time complexity model checking algorithm for any specification that can express all temporal assertions found in practice.
The performance of the model checking algorithm depends on the complexity of the fix-point assertion to be verified. For a formula in which the alternating depth [3] of least and greatest fix-points is one, the algorithm runs in linear time. Fortunately, almost every temporal property of any real-time system in practice can be expressed by such a formula. Syntax and semantics of RT/x is explained in [7] .
5 Temporal aspects of the architectural specification [7] gives constructs to represent timing constraints of specifications. In particular it gives constructs for representing clock activities and shows how these are implemented by integrating them with the underlying parallel logic program. Two kinds of timing activities can be modeled here -the periodic and the sporadic processes. The language also uses certain built in temporal operators like next, henceforth, eventually, until, and precede. These constructs have a straight forward conversion into KTp.
Verification of timing constraints of architectures for real time systems through
Model checking
To verify a program through model checking treat the specification as a structure. Then determine whether this structure is a model for sentence of RT/z that expresses a desired property of the specification. The procedure for determining whether a structure is a model of KI> has acceptable time-complexity. Model checking gives us a powerful mechanism to determine the correctness of our specification relative to a wide variety of temporal
properties. The properties that we want to verify are the safety properties like state invariants, global invariants, partial correctness, mutual exclusion and deadlock freedom, and liveliness and fairness properties.
Expressing specifications as models
To verify a program through model checking we treat the specification as a transition system. Then we determine whether this transition system is a model for the RT/i sentences that express the desired property of the specification. A specification can be viewed as a transition system in the following way: Given a set of states of the computation, the specification tells us for each state, which other states can be reached by a single step of computation. Formally, a transition system is a triple A=<HA,SA,RA >, where S^ is the alphabet of the transition system, SA is a set of states, and RA is a function from SA * %A to 2 sA . Each transition has an associated label from HA-To convert a specification into the corresponding transition system, create a new state for each unique action ( or alternative action) and precondition in the specification. Let T,A be the set of actions, preconditions and alternative actions of the specification. Then, for every two states corresponding to two actions or preconditions connected by a conjunction, create a transition between these two states labelled by the first action/precondition. Here, we can collapse any sequence of states that donot contribute to the time-dependent behaviour of the specification.
When several processes execute concurrently, each state of the execution is a combination of the states of the individual processes. To form a transition system representing the concurrent execution of the component transition systems, we form the product of the component transition system. A transition in the combined system is then due to a transition in one of the component transition systems. We add, however, a constraint on transitions in the combined system. There are situations requiring two actions of component systems to be executed simultaneously. If.this constraint is met by the product of two transition systems, we call the resulting system synchronized.
Definition 1
Given the transition systems A x = (£i,5i,Ai),..., A n = <S",S",Rn), the synchronized product of Ai, ..., A n is the transition system A = (£,S,R), where • a G £i -£j and «i € Ri{ui,a) A Vj = Uj.
(let fl*=i denote the formation of an n-tuple).
Note that the synchronized product of transition systems is both associative and commutative. We could also express it as an operation over two transition systems and obtain the product of several transition systems through repeated product formation.
FYom the synchronized product of the processes under consideration, we construct the model intended to provide a model for the sentences of the temporal calculus to be tested.
Definition 2 Given a transition system A = (£A,S A ,RA), the model M = (S,R,L) corresponding to A is
(iii) L is a function from 5 to 2 E '\ such that if there exist states s,t G S A and a label a G XU, and
Note that the set of proposition^ constants of the model is the set of labels of the corresponding transition system.
Incremental Verification
A concurrent real-time system can be considered as built up by undergoing a series of incremental updates to its specification for example by addition or deletion of states/transitions to the transition graph representing the specification. Suppose the system satisfies a set of temporal properties. These properties need to be verified through model-checking every time the system undergoes a change. But it would be very costly to repeatedly apply model checking to the whole state space every time a transition is added/deleted from the graph. Given a set of changes to the specification one wants to derive the new assignment of variables/properties to states and at the same time no global information should be maintained between updates. Here we consider the verification of least fix-point formulas using incremental model checking. For greatest fix-point formulas, the method is completely dual. Also, every greatest fix-point formula can be transformed into a least fix-point formula by introducing negations. In the next subsection, we first show how non-incremental model-checking can be done using the structures defined.
Preliminaries
We re-write a fix-point formula as a set E of equations of the form Xi = U where Xi € Var, the countably infinite set of variables, and ft is a prepositional constant or obtained by applying exactly one operator to variables. For example, consider the following least fix-point formula
F = nz.QV(PAVOz).
This is re-written as (Hi) For all states se5,<«,X >-►< «,z > € £" where X is the top-level fix-point formula or sub-formula (in case of nested fixpoint formulas) and z is the variable that comes under the scope of the fix-point operator of the formula X.
Definition 7.1 A variable assignment is an assignment of variables to states of the model such that a variable true in a state is assigned to that state. Formally, there is a set v{S) for each state S of the model such that V {S) = {X\f(X, S) = true}, where f{X, S) is true iff the variable X ü true in the state S.
We associate a truth value with every node. Initially, let all the nodes be false, indicating that all variables defined in E are false in all states. Note that since we are computing least fix-point, the variable assignment for each state at any time should be lower than the variable assignment corresponding to the fix-point in the lattice of the variable assignments. This is because the method works by monotonically raising the variable assignment till it reaches fix-point. Now, we make some nodes of SV graph true so that the variable assignment reaches the least fix-point. If {X = P} € E, where P is a prepositional constant, then for all states s belonging to V(P) make < s,X > true. Also, for all nodes < s,X { > such that s has no successors and Xi = VO Xj; € E (Xt = 3 O Xj € E), make < s, X { > true (false).
After the above initialization step, we start the fix-point computation. Intuitively, this computation can be considered as a repeated bottom-up evaluation of a tree T in which the nodes are labeled as < X, OP > where X is defined in E or X is a free variable occurring in the formula, and OP € {A, V, -., O. -} or 0P is a prepositional constant. We also associate a value for each node which is the set of states satisfying the variable corresponding to the node. For instance, in the above example, T would be Every leaf of the form < X,P > where P € Prop is given the value V{P) i.e. set of states in which P is true.
The leaf corresponding to the free variable z is assigned the value <j > (since we are evaluating the least fix-point).
The values of all other nodes is undefined. Each inner node < X, OP > is evaluated by applying the operator OP to its successor nodes with A meaning set intersection, V meaning set union and -> meaning set complement.
The 
Incremental Algorithm
This algorithm takes as input a set S of changes to the transition system, the set E of equations corresponding to the least fix-point formula F to be verified and the state-variable graph SV and produces as output a new graph When we have a set of changes to the transition system, we consider one change at a time i.e, execute the whole algorithm for an element in 6 before considering any other element. Also, the lists used in the algorithm are sets i.e, there is no ordering between the elements and no multiple occurrences of any element in the list.
Algorithm
Phase 0: If a transition (s m , s") is added to (deleted from) the LTS, then for all X and X, such that Xj = VOX or Xj = 3 O*i add(delete) the edge < s",X f >-+< s m ,Xj > to SV graph.
Phase 1(a):
• If < s n ,Xi >-+< s m ,Xj > is added to SV graph and X,-= VO X, and < s m ,Xj > is true and < a»,X > is false then make < s m ,Xj > false.
• If < s n ,Xi >->< s m ,Xj > is added to SV graph and Xj = 3OX and < s m ,Xj > is false and < s",X > is true then make < s m ,Xj > true.
• If < s n ,Xi >->< s m ,Xj > is deleted from SV graph and Xj =V04 and if < s",X > was its only false predecessor, then make < s m ,Xj > true.
. If < s n ,Xi >->< s m ,Xj > is deleted from SV graph and X, = 3 O *i and if < s",X > was its only true predecessor, then make < s m ,Xj > false.
Phase 1(b):
• for every edge < s, X< >-►< s', Xj > deleted such that both < s, X > and < s',Xj > are true, make < s', Xj > false and add it to F and also to another list F'.
• for every edge < s,X >->< s',Xj > added such that X and Xj come under the scope of the same fix-point operator, and both < s, X > and < s', Xj > are true, make < s', Xj > false and add it to F and also to another list F'. Now we propagate these changes to the successors of the nodes whose values were updated in phase 1(a).
We define two kinds of lists of the SV graph nodes namely, the true list T consisting of all the nodes that were changed from false to true in phase 1(a) and the false list F defined in a dual manner.
Phase 2(a):
for each node < s m , Xi > € F do
• for each successor < s", Xj > of < s m , Xi > such that Xj = Xi V Xk or Xj = 3 O %i do if < s n ,Xj > is true and has no true predecessors then make < s n ,Xj > false and add < s",Xj > to F.
• for each successor < s", Xj > of < s m , Xj > such that Xj = Xi A Xk or Xj = V O X\ do if < s", Xj > is true, then make < s n , Xj > false and add it to F.
• for each successor < s", Xj > of < s m , Xi > such that Xj = Xi V Xk or Xj = 3 O Xi do if < s n ,Xj > is true and has a true predecessor then make < s n ,Xj > false and add < s", Xj > to F and F'.
•if < s",Xj > is the only successor of < s m , Xi > and Xj € Var then if < s n , Xj > is true then make it false and add it to F.
•delete < s m ,Xi > from F. • if (Xi = Xj A Xk or Xi -V O -^0 ) an d < s m , -X* > has no false predecessors then make < s m , Xi > true and add it to T.
•delete < s m , Xi > from F'.
Phase 3:
for each node < s m , Xi > € T do
• for each successor < s n , Xj > of < s m , Xi > such that Xj = Xi A Xk or Xj = V O Xi do if < s", Xj > is false and has no false predecessors then make < s n , Xj > true and add < s n , Xj > to T.
• for each successor < s",Xj > of <s m ,Xj> such that Xj = Xi V X k or Xj = 3 O*i do if < s",Xj > is false, then make < s n ,Xj > true and add it to T.
•if < s n , Xj > is the only successor of < s m , Xi > and Xj € Var then if < s", Xj > is false then make it true and add it to T.
•delete < s m ,Xi > from T.
Note that if there is a nesting of fix-point operators in the formula, then the phases 2 and 3 have to be executed for each fix-point sub-formula in a bottom-up manner, i.e, the inner most fix-point sub-formula has to be evaluated first.
Let SVi be the final state-variable graph obtained after applying the above four steps. The set of states satisfying the fix-point formula in the new model are all states s such that < s,X >€ SVi is true, where X is the variable appearing in the root of the evaluation tree T of the fix-point formula.
The above algorithm has a worst case complexity of the product of the sizes of the model and the formula, the size of model being the number of states and transitions and that of the formula being the number of equations in E. This is because, in the worst case we may have to visit each node of the SV graph. But in the best case, the complexity is linear in the size of the change applied to the model. Initially, assume all nodes are false. The bottom up evaluation results in the variable assignment which is represented in the figure. The node < s,X > labeled T implies X is true in state s. From the figure, we conclude that the fix-point formula is true only in state 3. Now, let a transition from state 2 to state 3 be added to the system. Using the incremental algorithm, this results in change in the variable assignment such that the formula is now satisfied in all three states of the system.
Comments
Consider the updated transition graph and its corresponding SV graph in the previous example. If the edge (2,3) is deleted, we need to have a way for falsifying all the nodes in the cycle of the SV graph since the formula is no longer satisfied in states 1 and 2. This is done by the phase 1(b). That is, if we have a cycle or a strongly connected component in which all the nodes are of the same kind ( i.e, either need all or atleast one of their predecessors to be true for their value to be true ) then all the nodes in the cycle should be false for the variable assignment to be a fix-point solution. We now discuss the effect of different kinds of changes on the reachability graph.
• •
L(S) D L'(S):
The effect of decreasing the set of propositions that are true in state S is more costly than the case when 1(5) C L'(S). For example, if P is set to true in state 2 after adding the edge (2,3), it does not change values of any nodes except the node < 2, P >. But if P is set to false in state 3, then the change has to be propagated further in the graph.
• A new state S is added: Here we have to add new nodes and edges and then use L(S) to assign values to the new nodes and also propagate it to the already existing graph.
• A state S is deleted: First delete all the out going edges from all the nodes of the form < S, X > and compute its effect. Next delete these nodes and all the incoming edges to these nodes.
When there exists a cycle or strongly connected components in the SV graph such that all the nodes in them are of the same kind, then for the variable assignment, obtained after the update, to correspond to the least fix point, all the nodes in the cycle (or sec) should be false. For example, when the edge (2,3) is deleted we assume that the node (2,30 x ) belongs to a cycle ( containing all nodes of the same kind ) and make it false even though one of its predecessors is still true, and propagate this change which makes all nodes of the cycle false. In cases when such an assumption is not correct, we undo the effect of such assumptions in the phase 2(b).
It is also important to note, from point of view of implementation, that when a user specifies a change to the system, the lower level representation of the system (which is the transition graph here) should also be updated incrementally before we can proceed to incrementally update the state-variable graph. In practice, it is very costly to represent the whole transition graph of the composition of the processes of the system. Hence, while constructing the global transition graph, only reachable states are considered. Also, every node in the SV graph has a counter associated with it that maintains the number of false (true) predecessors if the node requires all (some) of their predecessors to be true for it to be true.
Future Work
FRORL [1] is an architecture specification language that can express inheritance, non-monotonicity and object oriented features. It is to be extended to support architecture level features like interconnection relations between various objects, modularization, synchronous communication, event modeling. When the system consists of many processes executing independently, they have to be analyzed via compositional model-checking [11] and incremental approach to such compositional checking techniques. We are currently working on determining the kind of properties at the abstraction of architecture level that can be verified incrementally. We have also started the implementation phase and hope, by conducting several experiments, to analyze the efficiency of the overall incremental process from the higher level of user specification up to the construction and analysis of the state-variable graph.
A lotof research ha, been done by people on representing real-time distributed systems using the architectural concepts. But veryfew have explored ways of integrating this with model checking i.e, integration of system description and its verification both at the level of architecture. We hope to improve upon the language given in this paper so that some good number of properties of such systems can be expressed and verified.
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